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Abstract 

We prove that if pA[k) = pA[A:+l) for some k and an arbitrary set A, then A 
is reducible to its complement under a relativized nondeterministic conjunctive re
duction. This result shows the first known property of arbitrary sets satisfying 
this condition, and implies some known facts such as Kadin's theorem (12] and its 
extension to the class C=P (4, 7]. 

1 Introduction 

We are interested in the hierarchy of sets accepted by machines that make a bounded 
number of queries to an arbitrary fixed set. Normally, only sets from some well-known 
complexity class, such as NP, have been considered as oracles for such hierarchies, and the 
results derived have widen our knowledge about the relationships among these classes or 
the hierarchies related to them (such as the boolean or the polynomial-time hierarchies). 
Here we consider arbitrary oracles in an attempt to generalize known results and provide 
a basis for further developments. 

For any set A, we call pA[A:) the class of sets computable by deterministic polynomial
time machines that make k queries to oracle A. If we require the queries to be made 
in parallel, we denote the resulting class by pAll[A:l. Note that in order to decide sets in
pA[k], a machine can make a query to A that depends on the answers to previous queries
( they are called serial or adaptive queries) while in the case of pAll[kJ the queries depend 
exclusively on the input (parallel or non-adaptive queries ). 

The hierarchy 
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is called the bounded-query hierarchy relative to A, while its parallel counterpart is called 
the bounded parallel query hierarchy relative to A [3]. Sometimes we will consider the 
bounded query hierarchies relative to classes, instead of sets; they are defined in the 
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